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ABSTRACT

A geophysical program consisting of total field magnetic and 
horizontal loop EM surveys was conducted between April 6 and 9, 
1990 for JR's Mining Ventures in Whitney Township by Joe 
Rothfischer Geophysical Services. The purpose of this program was 
to assess both the gold and base metal potential of this one-claim 
property, which is located on Three Nations Lake and 700m south of 
the Pamour open pit mine of Highway 101. The survey results were 
expected to further delineate moderate amplitude INPUT anomalies, 
along with favourable faults and alteration zones often associated 
with gold mineralization.

The total field magnetic survey revealed that the property is 
characterized by a moderate magnetic response, with values ranging 
from 58647 to 59905 gammas. Two magnetic domains, MX and M2, were 
identified. M2 has values ranging from 150 to 450 gammas above the 
subtracted base level of 58500 gammas, and is believed to reflect 
the response of felsic volcanics intermediate volcanics are 
represented by M2, with gammas values of 450 to 1400 above base 
level.

The horizontal loop EM survey identified bedrock conductor Ci, 
which has a moderate to strong response. It is located within 
magnetic domain MI, and strikes east-west across the claim between 
2+60S and 3+25S. GI may represent a stringer or massive sulphide 
zone within felsic volcanics. However, Ci may also represent a 
graphitic horizon within sediments interbedded with the felsics. 
It is difficult to verify the source of Ci or any other interpreted 
lithology on the basis of outcrop information, because the claim 
is located on the lake. It is recommended that the Utah Mines 
assessment report for the adjoining property, due shortly for 
submission, be consulted for further reference in order to verify 
interpretations in this report.

Other recommendations include a pole-dipole IP survey on lines 
1+OOW and 3+OOW, to determine if any disseminated mineralization 
can be identified. With respect to a drill program, conductor Ci 
should be drilled on line 0+50W at 2+70S {target location, not 
collar location), to test the base metal potential of the property. 
A drill hole to test for gold mineralization should only be 
justified on the basis of positive IP survey results.

INTRODUCTION

In the latter half of April, 1990, geophysical surveys were 
conducted in Whitney Township, Ontario, on behalf of JR's Mining 
Ventures, by Joe Rothfischer Geophysical Services.

The one claim property, which was staked as a potential gold 
prospect due to its close proximity to the Pamour #2 open pit mine, 
is located on the south end of Three Nations Lake. Examination of 
the OGS aeromagnetic and INPUT map of the area, Map 81080, reveals



that moderate INPUT anomalies are also located within the property 
boundaries. The ground surveys, which consisted of total field 
magnetics and horizontal loop EM, were conducted to further 
characterize the response of the EM features, and also to delineate 
structures and alteration favourable for gold mineralization.

PROPERTY LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property is located 17km east of Timmins (Figure 1), on 
the south end of Three Nations Lake. It was easily accessed by 
proceeding east on Highway 101 to the pamour 12 mines i te, and then 
400m south on the service road along the west shoreline of the lake 
to the pumphouse (Figure 2).

CLAIMS

The property consists of one claim located in the Porcupine 
Mining Division.

Claim Number No. Recording Date 

1116275 l June 26, 1989

The claim is held by Henry Gonzalez Jr. 

PERSONNEL

The magnetic survey was conducted by the author, the HLEM 
survey was conducted by Henry Gonzalez Jr, with the aid of Lorraine 
Landry.

MAGNETIC SURVEY 

Theory

The magnetic method is based on measuring alteration in the 
shape and magnitude of the earth's naturally occurring magnetic 
field caused by changed in the magnetization of the rocks in the 
earth.

These changes in magnetization are due to the presence of the 
magnetic minerals, of which the most common is magnetite, and to 
a lesser extent ilmenite, pyrrhotite, and some less common 
minerals.

Magnetic anomalies in the earth's field are caused by changes 
in two types of magnetization: induced and remanent (permanent). 
Induced magnetization is caused by the magnetic field being altered 
and enhanced by increases in the magnetic susceptibility of the 
rocks, which is a function of the concentration of the magnetic 
minerals.



Remanent magnetism is independent of the earth's magnetic 
field, and is the permanent magnetization of the magnetic particles 
(magnetite, etc.) in the rocks. This is created when these 
particles orient themselves parallel to the ambient field when 
cooling. This magnetization may not be in the same direction as 
the present earth's field, due to changes in the orientation of the 
rocks or the field.

The most common method of measuring the total magnetic field 
in ground exploration is with a proton precession magnetometer. 
This device measures the effect of the magnetic field of the 
magnetic dipole of hydrogen protons. This dipole is caused by the 
"spine" of the proton, and in a magnetometer these dipoles in a 
sample of hydrogen-rich fluid are oriented parallel to a magnetic 
field applied by an electric coil surrounding the sample. After 
this magnetic field is removed, the dipoles begin to precess 
(wobble) around their orientation under the influence of the 
ambient earth's magnetic field. The frequency of this precession 
is proportional to the earth's magnetic field intensity.

Field Method

The magnetics data was collected with an EDA PPM 350 proton 
procession magnetomer, which measures the absolute value of the 
earth's magnetic field to an accuracy of   | gammas. The 
magnetometer was carried down the survey line by a single operator, 
with the sensor mounted on an aluminum pole to remove it from any 
surface geologic noise. Readings were normally taken at 25m 
intervals, and at 12.5m intervals, where a high gradient or anomaly 
was observed by the operator.

The readings were corrected for changes in the earth's total 
field (diurnal drift) with and EDA PPM 400 base station 
magnetometer, which recorded readings every 20 seconds as the 
survey was being conducted. The data from both magnetometers was 
then dumped with a computer and base corrected values were 
computed.

Interpretation

Examination of the survey date (Figure 3) reveals that there 
- is moderate magnetic relief on the property, with values ranging 
from 147 to 1405 gammas above the subtracted base level of 58800 
gammas (this level was removed to facilitate computer data 
processing). Background appears to be 200 gammas above base level, 
or 58700 gammas.

Magnetic domain MI, which covers the southern two-thirds (2/3) 
of the property, is characterized by a subtle magnetic response of 
147 to 450 gammas above base level, and most likely reflects the 
response of felsic volcanics. To the north, intermediate volcanics 
are represented by domain M2, with readings of 450 to 1405 gammas



above base level. A thin wedge of M2 can also be found between 
lines 0+00 and 0+50W, at station 3+OOS.

Since the property is almost exclusively located on Three 
Nations Lake, it is impossible to verify the interpreted 
lithologies on the basis of outcrop information. However, the 
presence of felsic to intermediate volcanics along strike has been 
verified by a BHP-Utah Mines geologist, who has mapped on the 
adjacent property to the east.

ELECTROMAGNETIC (HLEM) SURVEY 

Theory

The Max-Min I I is a frequency domain, horizontal loop 
electromagnetic (HLEM) system, based on measuring the response of 
conductors to a transmitted, time varying electromagnetic field.

The transmitted, or primary EM field is a sinusoidally varying 
field at any of five different frequencies. This field induces an 
electromotive force (emf), or voltage, in any conductor through 
which the field passes. This is defined by:

(j)E.dl = b O (the Faraday Induction Principle)7 at
where E is the electric field strength in volts/metre (and so jpE.-dl 
is the emf around a closed loop) and O is the magnetic flux through 
the conductor loop. This emf causes a "secondary" current to flow 
in the conductor in turn generating a secondary electromagnetic 
field.

The transmitted primary field also creates an emf in the 
receiver coil, which is much stronger than the secondary, and which 
must be corrected for by the receiver. This is done by 
electronically creating an emf in the receiver, whose magnitude is 
determined by the distance from receiver to transmitter as set on 
the receiver, and whose phase is derived from the receiver via an 
interconnecting wire.

Field Method

The Max-Min II survey was carried out in the "maximum coupled" 
mode (horizontal co-planar). The transmitter and receiver are 
carried in-line down the survey line separated by a constant 
distance with the receiver leading. Two transmitter frequencies 
were used: 444HZ and 1777HZ and readings were taken every 25m. The 
transmitter and receiver are connected by a 200m cable, for phase 
reference and operator communication.



Interpretation

The Three Nations Lake Max Kin II survey was conducted using 
a 200m cable, and frequencies of 444HZ and 1777HZ . The plotted 
profiles (Figures 4 and 5), indicate that bedrock conductor GI 
transects the property, with an approximate east-west strike 
between 2+60S and 3+25S. Ci appears to have a moderate EM response 
at its western extent, and increases to a strong response at the 
eastern property boundary. Optimistically, Ci may reflect the 
response of a massive sulphide or stringer zone within felsic 
volcanics . This interpretation cannot be substantiated by geologic 
mapping because no outcrop exists on the property. Ci may just as 
well reflect the response of a graphite zone within sediments 
interbedded with the volcanics. Whatever the case, Ci should be 
drilled on line 0+50W at 2+70S to determine if the bedrock source 
is of economic significance.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Total field magnetic and horizontal loop EM surveys were 
conducted on the Three Nations Lake property, Whitney Township, to 
assess its gold and base metal potential.

The magnetic survey revealed that the property has a moderate 
magnetic response, with gammas values ranging from 58647 to 59905. 
Two magnetic domains were identified, MI likely reflecting the 
response of felsic volcanics, and M2 representing the elevated 
response of intermediate volcanics.

Conductor Ci was observed to strike nearby east-west across the 
property, as delineated by the HLEM survey. It is recommended that 
Ci be drilled on line 0+50W at 2+70S to determine if it represents 
a massive sulphide on stringer zone, or a graphitic horizon.

All geological interpretation included in this report has been 
based solely on geophysical response. In order to incorporate some 
ground truth in these interpretations, the Utah Mines report 
concerning the adjacent property on strike to the east should be 
consulted.

Other recommendations include 2 lines of pole-dipole array IP 
survey, a s 25m, n s l to 4. The purpose of this work is to 
identify any polarizable zones representing disseminated 
mineralization or alteration favourable for gold. A drill hole to 
test the gold potential of the property should only be considered 
if the IP survey yields encouraging results.

Respectfully submitted,

Joseph P. Rothfischer
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CERTIFICATION

I, Joseph P. Rothfischer, of 38 Fourth Avenue, in the town of 
Schumacher, province of Ontario, certify as follows concerning my 
report on the JR's Mining Ventures property in Whitney Township, 
province of Ontario and dated August l, 1990:

1) I am a graduate of Queen's University of 
Kingston, Ontario, with a B.Se. (Eng.) in 
Geophysics, obtained in 1986.

2) I am a member in good standing of the 
Association of Professional Engineers of 
Ontario.

3) I have been practising in Canada for the past 
4 years.

4) The attached report is a product of t
a) Examination of data included in the report 
which was collected on the property concerned.
b) Conversations with a geologist working on 
an adjacent property.

Dated this 1st day of August, 1990 
Timmins, Ontario

Joseph P. Rothfischer, P.Eng., 
Geophysicist
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B Minimum coupled operation with reference cable. 
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Fraquencleai end 35SSHz. Repeatability i

tVloden of Operation! MA^. Transmitter coll plane end re-
ceiver coil plane horlzontel 
IMax-coupledj Horizontal-loop 

j mode). Used with re f en cable.
l MINs Transmitter coilp'ane horizon 

tal end receiver coil plane ver 
tical (Mln-coupled mode). 
Used with reference cable.

V.L. s Transmitter coil plane vert!- 
eel and receiver coil plane horl 
zontel (Vertical-loop mode). 
Used without reference 
cable , In parallel lines.

e5,5O,1OO.15O,SOaS35am (MMD) 
or 1OO. BOO, 3GO, *4OO,6OO end 
BOO ft. IMMIIF). 
Coil separations in V.L.mode not re 
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Inn lights to Indicate ei 
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Tompcroturo Rongos - 4O'C to * BO'C l - 4O'I- 1 i '*

Receiver Weight! 6kg t13lba.) 

Transmitter Weight! 13kg (S9lba.)

Shipping Weight! Typically BOkg (135lbs.)
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The PPM-350 is the latest addition to EDA's 
OMNIMAG* 1M series of magnetometers and 
gradiometers. it is engineered to provide users 
with the latest state-of-the-art advances in 
microprocessor technology, including many 
features that are unique in the field.

Major benefits and features Include:
* Significant increase in productivity
* Lowered survey costs
* Automatic diurnal correction
* Programmable grid coordinates
* Highly reproduceable data 
' Ergonomic design
* Simplified fieiclwork :
* Computer-compatible

T.; 33 7 51
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pacifications
Dynamic Range 

jnsitivity
. jatistical Error Resolution 
Standard Memory Capacity 
" bsolute Accuracy

Display Resolution 
rapture Range

. ulsplay

l Gradient Tolerance 
ansor

l 3nsor Cable

v^perating Environmental Range

; - ower Supply

i V
Battery Cartridge Life.

vtfeight and Dimensions 
Instrument Console only 
Lead Acid Battery Cartridge 
Sensor .

System Complement

18,000 to 93,000 gammas 
±0.02 gamma 
0.01 gamma
1383 data blocks or readings 
± 15 ppm at 23 0 C, 50 ppm over 
the operating temperature range 
0.1 gamma
±2507o relative to ambient field 
strength of last stored value 
Custom-designed, ruggedized liquid 
crystal display with an operating 
temperature range from -35 0 C to
*55 0 C
5,000 gammas per meter 
Optimized miniature design. 
Magnetic cleanliness is consistent 
with the specified absolute accuracy 
Remains flexible in temperature 
range; includes low strain connector
-35 0Cto * 55 0 C; D-100% relative 
humidity; weather-proof 
Non-magnetic rechargeable sealed 
lead acid battery cartridge or belt; 
or. Disposable "C" cell battery car 
tridge or belt
2,000 to 5,000 readings, depending 
upon ambient temperature and 
rate of readings

3.4 kg, 238 x 150 x 250 mm 
1.9 kg
1.2 kg, 56 mm diameter x 200 mm 
Electronics console; sensor 
with 3-meter cable; sensor staff; 
power supply; harness assembly; 
operation manual.

EDA is a pioneer in the developme 
of advanced geophysical systems 
and has created many innovation 
that Increase field productivity ai 
lower survey costs.

EDA's OMNIMAG series consists of 
the PPM-350 Total Field Magne 
tometer, PPM-400 Base Station 
Magnetometer, and the PPM-500 
Vertical Gradiometer. Contact us 
now for details.

EDAlMstrumentsrnc. 
1 llrorncliffeParkDrive . 
Toronto. Ontario 
Canada Moil 109 
Telex-06 25222 EOA TOR 1 
Gable: Instruments Toronto 
(4161425-7800
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E O Aliistriiiiientslnc.
5151 War d Road
Wheat Rktae, Colorado
USA BOOM
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Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Geophysical-Geologlcal-Geochemlcal 
Technical Data Statement

File—

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT^*1 *
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

13493

l
td

Type of Survey(s)
Township or Area hSHtTM&Y

Claim
(J

Survey Company

Author of Report 
Address of Author AO- 112-1

Dates of Survey. 

Total Miles of Line Cut_ L
6 -f O 9

(linecutting to offioi)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

DAYS 
per claim

fo
Geophysical
—Electromagnetic—
—Magnptnmptfr Z-O

—Radiometric——————
—Other—————————
Geological.
Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credit! do not apply to airborne turveyi)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic, . Radiometric
(enter day* per claim)

DATE -
7 Author 6f Report or Afcent

Res. Geol.. Qualifications
Previous Surveys 

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

L...........JU.&Z.L
(number)

I
J- 

i

TOTAL CLAIMS.

837 (85/12)



GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYS — If more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

. Number of Readings
Line sparing 5 Q

Number of Stations
Station interval W frC / J

Profile *™IP f r* 1
l S"m

Contour fat*™.! 3- -O /O 00 Y

Instrument O Ml

t 7Accuracy — Scale constant -
Diurnal correction method -
Base Station check-in interval (hours).
Base Station location and value t*-y JH& f T" .

ls
i

Instrument
Coil configuration
Coil separation —

•h
Accuracy ———^U 
Method:

mPaS.irP H

D Fixed transmitter D Shoot back line

(specify V.L.F. station)
t A* * 7,

CD Parallel line

2
O

Instrument.

Scale constant.
Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.

INDUCED POLARIZATION

RESISTIVITY

Method 
Parameter

Power

Electrode 
Electrode 
Tvoe of e

D Time Domain D Frequency Domain 
s -fin time Frequency .
- Off time Range

— Delay time

— Integration time ..

O****O \7

spacing —————————————————— ——— ————————————————————————————————

lectrode , , . , , ,.., ,,. ,,™ ———————————————————————— - ——— - ————— —— ———— .



SELF POTENTIAL
Instrument———————————————————————————————————————— Range.
Survey Method ———————————————————————————————————————————

Corrections made.

RADIOMETRIC
Instrument.
Values measured.
Energy windows (levels) ———————-—————^^^————.——^—...^-—..—.——
Height of instrument———————————————————^—^Background Count.
Size of detector^^^———^^——^——-——^—————-——————.-^—^--^^—
Overburden ̂ ^——.—^—^—-——^^-^———————.^—————^———————.^^——.

(type, depth - include outcrop map)

OTHERS (SEISMIC, DRILL WELL LOGGING ETC.) 
Type of survey———————————————————————
Instrument ———^^—^-—————————-^^^^-—
Accuracy——————————————————————————
Parameters measured.

Additional information (for understanding results).

AIRBORNE SURVEYS 
Type of survey(s) ———— 
Instrument(s) —————

(specify for each type of survey)
Accuracy————————————————

(specify for each type of survey) 
Aircraft used———^—————-.———-.—^—————————^———.

Sensor altitude.
Navigation and flight path recovery method.

Aircraft altitude-.———————.———^-————————————Line Spacing- 
Miles flown over total area______________________Over claims only.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY - PROCEDURE RECORD

Numbers of claims from which samples taken.

Total Number of Samples. 
Type of Sample.

(Nature of Material)

Average Sample Weight——————— 

Method of Collection————————

i

Soil Horizon Sampled. 
Horizon Development. 
Sample Depth———— 

Terrain————————

r

l Drainage Development.
Estimated Range of Overburden Thickness.

ANALYTICAL METHODS
Values expressed in: per cent 

p. p. m. 
p. p. b.

D 
D 
O

Cu, Pb, Zn, 

Others-——-

Ni, Co, Ag, Mo, As,-(circle)

Field Analysis (.
Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method. 
Reagents Used——

Field Laboratory Analysis
No. (————————

SAMPLE PREPARATION
(Includes drying, icreening, crushing, ashing)

Mesh size of fraction used for analysis^——

Extraction Method. 
Analytical Method . 

Reagents Used——

Commercial Laboratory (- 

Name of Laboratory— 

Extraction Method—— 

Analytical Method—— 
Reagents Used ————

.tests)

-tests)

.tests)

General.
General.



t
Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Onta

Order of 
the Minister

Mining Act

Room 6610, Whitney Bloc- 
Queen's Park
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
416/965-4888

In the matter of mining claims: P 1116275 in the Township of Whitney 
as shown on report of work W9006.60353

On consideration of an application from the recorded holder, Henry Gonzalez
under Section 77 Subsection 22 of the Mining Act, l hereby order that the time for filing reports and plans in support of

Geophysical—..^—^—-——^—.....-^————.assessment work recorded nn June 18______19 90 
be extended until and inrluriing August 27_____19 90 .

August 17,1990
Date

Mining Recorder 
Timmins, Ontario

Signature of Director, Land Management Branch

Henry Gonzalez Jr. 
Timmins, Ontario

J.P. Rothfisher 
Timmins, Ontario
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M.R.O. - MINING RIGHTS ONLY 

S.R.O. -SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY 
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LEGEND
HIGHWAY AND ROUTE No

OT^FR ROADS

TRAILS

SURVEYED LINES
TOWNSHIPS. BASE LINES, ETC.

MINING CLAIMS, PARCELS, ETC 

UNSUflVtVtD LINES
LO' i (NFS
PARC! L BOi*NDART
MINING CLAIMS ETC. 

RAILWAY AND RIGHT OF WAY 

UTILITY LINES 

NON-PERENNIAL STREAM 

FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS : 

SUBDIVISION OR COMPOSITE PLAN 

RESERVATIONS 

ORIGINALSHORELINE 

MARSH OR MUSKEG 

MINES 

TRAVERSE MONUMENT

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

TYPE OF DOCUMENT

PATENT, SURFACE ft MINING RIGHTS......

.SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY...........

, MINING RIGHTSONLY ...... .....

LEASE, SURFACE S, MINING RIGHTS.-..- -

" .SURFACE RIGHTSONLY.............

" .MININGRIGHTSONLY.......^^,...

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION .................,

ORDER-IN-COUNCIl. .........................

RESERVATION ................... ..........

CANCELLED ___.........................

SAND 81 GRAVEL ............................

SYMBOL

...™. O

....... B

....... T
...... oc

NOTE: M INING B IGHTS I N PARCELS P ATENTED P RIOR TO MAY 6. 
1913. V ESTED IN ORIGINAL P ATENTEE B Y THE PUBLIC 
LANDS ACT. RSO 1970 CHAP 300, SEC 63. SUVSEC t
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" SECTION 34 THF MMNG ACT R8Q (980. 
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TOWNSHIP

WHITNEY
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Ministry of
Natural
Resources

land 

Management

Branch
Ontario
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JULY 1984 G-3975
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CLAIM POST

Located, Assumed |

LAKESHORE

CONTOUR INTERVALS

D

20

100

1000

BASE LEVEL REMOVED: 58500nT 

INSTRUMENT : EDA OMNI IV

MMAGNETIC DOMAIN * *X 

MAGNETIC ANOMALY 

INTERPRETED CONTACT   - 

INTERPRETED FAULT

SCALE l :12
Sp tMlro) l

JOE ROTHFISCHER 
GEOPHYSICAL SERVICES

JR.'S MINING VENTURES
Title

WHITNEY TWP. PROJECT 
Total Field Magnet f c Survey

Wh 11 ney Twp. , O n tar lo F. q. 3

Date! April '90

Operator.' J^P* HotiifiscKer

N.T.S.: 42 A/11
Job *: R-2

42A06NE0086 2.13493 WHITNEY
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JOE ROTHFISCHER 
GEOPHYSICAL SERVICES

for
JR.'S MINING VENTURES

Till
WHITNEY TWP. PROJECT 

Horizontal Loop EM Survey
Whitney Twp., Ontario Fig* T"-

Dale: April '90

Qper ator s: Gonzalez Bros

.T.S.: 42 A/11
Job tt: R-2

42AB6NE00B6 2 .13493 WHITNEY 320
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JOE (fOTHFISCHER 
GEOPHYSICAL SERVICES

For
JR.'S MINING VENTURES

Till
WHITNEY THP, PROJECT 

Horizontal Loop EH Survey
Whitney Twp., Ontario A'-51

Date: Apr;] '90

Operators: Gonzalez Bros

N.T.S.: 42 A/11
Job *: R-242AC6NE0086 2.13493 WHITNEY 230


